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RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE

The day started early in the morning on a saturday. The gym doors
were open, the concession stand was up and running and soon the
pits would be flooded with teams from different schools. The Dox
had been preparing for weeks for this day and it was finally here.
Rumble in the Jungle was starting! Teams were in the gym tinkering
with their robots. Soon the matches started and the teams were on
the fields and in queue. The day went on and everywhere you
looked there was something going on. The Dox worked throughout
the day to queue people, reset fields, provide snacks and do fun
engineering inspired activities with kids at their outreach section of
the competition. The day went on and teams were being
eliminated throughout the day, except for team 599B. Team 599B
went on to be undefeated throughout the day and won the
competition!!
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FINALS
The school year was coming to an end and k2 was
especially busy this day. Today was finals day. The Dox
would put the knowledge that they learned throughout
the year to the test. This years final was to take the
original design of a catapult and improve it. The dox
were put into groups of 3, given supplies and paper, and
immediately started working. All throughout k2 dox
were tinkering and testing and documenting their
improvements. The objective was to improve the
distance and height the catapult could toss something.
The dox documented their projects, got their test scores
and were done.
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SECRET
SANTA
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The Robodox hosted their annual
Secret Santa gift exchange on
December 14th. It was the day of
the team final exam, and the whole
team desired a reward for their
hard work throughout the first
semester. Students exchanged
wish lists prior to the exchange and
pondered about what they would
get and give from a set of three
options. A table’s worth of presents
served as the centerpiece for the
celebration, consisting of bags of all
sizes.

The metaphorical tree was the biggest on the block. However, it was time
for the real event. The final exam was wrapping up, and presents needed
to be unwrapped. Robodox members shouted out their giftees with
friendly and humorous remarks, and the whole class clapped when people
and their gifts were announced. Students went about giving in a cyclical
fashion — when a Secret Santa present was hand-delivered, the giftee
would then deliver their own Secret Santa to the next person, and so on. Of
course, everyone was kept on their toes during the giving. Many different
types of presents were exchanged, from books to gift cards to even
Arduino microcontrollers. A merry tone filled the air as Robodox members
admired their gifts, giving thanks and comparing with others. What a way
to end the first semester!

ICE SKATING

During this winter break, the Robodox decided to have a
gathering at an Ice Skating rink on December 16.It was the
day right after the end of the semester. As we first got there,
people were first wobbly on ice, and then got the hang of it
after some time. Ice Skating came easy to some people and
came hard for others. It was a fun to teach our classmates
how to ice skate, watch them figure out the trick to ice
skating, and mostly spend time with them. Some people
already knew how to ice skate and others were first timers!
We were skating for roughly 2 and a half hours with our
exhausted feet due to the quality of the ice skating shoes we
rented. After while everybody was worn out and tired, we
decided to go to a nearby Denny's to have a late dinner. This
was a great night to remember. Ice skating was a perfect
way to end a semester of hard work.

